I. PGA DELEGATION

1. Mr. Mario Marazziti, Chair of the Human Rights Committee, Chamber of Deputies of Italy
2. H.E. Hon. Dato Seri Mohamed Nazri Aziz, MP, Chair PGA National Group, Minister of Cultur and Tourism
3. H.E. Ms. Nancy Shukri, Vice-Chair PGA National Group, Minister of Law
4. Mr. Kula M. Kulasegaran, MP, Chair of the PGA National Group

Secretariat of PGA
5. Ms. Maïa Trujillo, Senior Programme Officer and Campaign Manager of the PGA Parliamentary Platform for the abolition of the death penalty

II. AGENDA

Tuesday 9 June:
18:00  *Strategy meeting with the Director and representatives of Ensemble contre la peine de mort*

Wednesday 10 June:
14:00*  *Participation Side-event Parliamentary Roundtable on the abolition of the death penalty, Hosted by PGA Member Hon. Tin Chua*, Parliament House of Malaysia

Thursday 11 June:
09:30  *Participation to the Opening Ceremony of the Regional Congress in Kuala Lumpur*, Hotel Renaissance
13:30  *Participation to the Drugs and death penalty Plenary session*, Hotel Renaissance
16:00  *Participation to the Workshop on the mandatory death penalty*, Hotel Renaissance
17:00  *Participation to the Session on testimonies of Judicial Officials/Judges and the Death penalty*, Hotel Renaissance
17:45  *Meeting with PGA with the PGA Malaysia National Group*, Shangri-la Hotel

Friday 12 June
9:00  *Participation to the First Roundtable discussion on the elements of unfair trials*, Hotel Renaissance
11:00  *Participation to the Second roundtable discussion on Diplomacy and death penalty*, Hotel Renaissance

12:30  *Participation to the Side-Event of the World Coalition against the Death penalty on Advocacy strategies on the death penalty for drugs and UNGASS*, Hotel Renaissance

14:00  *Participation to the Workshop on Diplomacy and death penalty*, Hotel Renaissance

16:00  *Intervention of Mr. Mario Marazziti in the Closing Ceremony*, Hotel Renaissance

Saturday 13 June

9:00 – 16:00  *Participation at the General Assembly of the World Coalition Against the Death penalty*, Hotel Renaissance

---

*THE PGA PARLIAMENTARY PLATFORM AND CAMPAIGN FOR THE ABOLITION OF THE DEATH PENALTY RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM THE*


Campaign Manager of the Parliamentary Platform for the abolition of the death penalty
Maia Trujillo: maia.trujillo@pgaction.org